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Monaco, 14 June 2022

With COYA Monte-Carlo and Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo
The best nightlife in Monaco is at Sporting Monte-Carlo
This summer, Sporting Monte-Carlo is living up to its reputation as the setting for the best nights in Monaco with
COYA Monte-Carlo and the legendary Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo. Two night-life icons for perfect summer nights. The
big change in 2022 is the COYANCHA experience, launched for the brand’s 10th anniversary, and exclusively
available at COYA Monte-Carlo. A zestful COYA concentrate, for an atmosphere that is even more festive. And to
keep the party going throughout the night, head to the dance floor at Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo, the iconic Riviera
club, where beautiful people from every corner of the world and the hottest DJs are to be found. At Sporting
Monte-Carlo, the art de vivre of Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer is a night-time experience.
COYANCHA, a unique experience by COYA Monte-Carlo
COYA, the concept restaurant brand of Peru-inspired flavours and partying, born in London in 2012, is celebrating
its 10th birthday this year. The party will be in full swing at Sporting Monte-Carlo where COYA has been enjoying
tremendous success since its arrival in 2018. With Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo, this lifestyle concept forms the essential
duo for summer nights in the principality.
For this anniversary season, the teams at COYA Monte-Carlo have come up with an exclusive concept:
COYANCHA. From Thursday to Saturday, a completely private space promises an atmosphere that is even more
festive than usual for a happy few. Pisco cocktails, dinner prepared with spices and love by Victoria Vallenilla, all
in time to the beat of the live music, DJ sets and swaying dancers, COYANCHA is more than just a concept night;
it is a performance party to experience with friends. Link to the menus
COYA’s 10th anniversary holds more surprises in store with the “Noche Blanca” and “Rituals” nights
Music is an integral part of the COYA brand DNA, and it has launched its own record label - COYA Music - under
the direction of Stéphane Petit. Spearheaded by the resident DJs, COYA music is vibrant, notable for its House
Tribal beats and it is available on EP and podcast soundtracks.
Make a date in your diary for 21 June and the “Noche Blanca” night, dressed head to toe in white, and get ready
for the “Rituals” nights on 19 July and 9 August, organised by COYA Music. “Rituals” is above all the opportunity

to be spellbound by a Peruvian tribal ritual. Dancing and cocktails inspired by the country are accompanied by
melodic techno beats.
Note also the return of “Pisco Bar”, the place to meet from 7.00pm to 2.00am to enjoy delicious cocktails and
street food specialities to share from the new “Taste of Lima” menu, created by chef Victoria Vallenilla, to the
Latino beats.
Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo, where the party goes on all night
The most iconic Club on the Riviera, Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo has been making beautiful people dance for over 40
years - celebrities from the world of sport, cinema and show-business … – in the heart of Monte-Carlo at the tip
of the Larvotto peninsula. Summer 2022 sees the return of party nights, with the hottest electro Djs who all
gather there. It is a fitting tribute to Regine, the person behind this institution, who passed away this year.
Save the date:
✓ 17 June: KINKY ROCK STAR night - Ollie & Solly
✓ 24 June: Ollie & Solly + Jim Leblanc
✓ 7 July: GO DEEP night - LAOLU / Sound of Ritual – ILAN
✓ 9 July: Nico de Andrea
✓ 14 July: GO DEEP night: Salomé Le Chat + Bird Of Mind
✓ 21 July: GO DEEP night: Black Coffee + Angelos
✓ 22 July: BRAZILIAN NIGHT - Vintage Culture + Marina Diniz
✓ 28 July: GO DEEP night – Artbat
✓ 29 July: Diplo
✓ 4 August: GO DEEP night - &ME + Jimi Jules + LAOLU
✓ 5 August: Martin Solveig
✓ 11 August: GO DEEP night: Blond:Ish
✓ 18 August: Moojo / Arodes / Damian Lazarus
✓ 20 August: Nico de Andrea
✓ 26 August: Kungs

Practical information
COYA Monte-Carlo - Sporting Monte-Carlo - 26 avenue Princesse Grace - 98000 Monaco
Open until 29 October 2022 from Tuesday to Sunday (Wednesday-Sunday in October), from 7pm to 2am
COYANCHA: experience to book from Thursday to Saturday included
Information & Bookings: +377 98 06 20 00 - https://www.montecarlosbm.com/en/restaurant-monaco/coyamonte-carlo
Link to photographs
Jimmy’z Monte-Carlo - Sporting Monte-Carlo - 26 Avenue Princesse Grace - MC 98000 Monaco
Open until 8 October 2022, Fridays and Saturdays, 11.30pm to dawn
From 6 July to 27 August open Wednesday to Saturday
Information & Bookings: Tel.: +377 98 06 70 68 or +33 6 80 86 21 08 - jimmyz@sbm.mc
https://www.montecarlosbm.com/en/bar-nightclub-monaco/jimmyz-monte-carlo
Link to photographs
About Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer Group
Since 1863, Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer has been offering an exclusive lifestyle in a world-unique Resort with the
Monaco Casinos, including the prestigious Casino de Monte-Carlo, four hotels (Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo, Hôtel Hermitage
Monte-Carlo, Monte-Carlo Beach, Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort), the Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo, and 30 restaurants,
including four with a total of seven Michelin stars. A hub of night-life, the Group offers a wonderful range of events. The
metamorphosis of Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo, the creation of One Monte-Carlo (luxury residences, shopping, restaurant,
conference centre), and the new Place du Casino contribute to make Monte-Carlo the most exclusive experience in Europe.
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